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ABSTRACT
We present Hubble Space Telescope Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS)
coronagraphic observations of the environment in the region of the young star-disk system GM Aurigae.
Scattered near-infrared light in two spectral bands (F110W = 1.1 lm and F160W = 1.6 lm) trace the mor-
phology of circumstellar dust to a distance of 700 AU from the star. An 300 AU radius outwardly ﬂared
disk inclined 50–55 to the plane of the sky surrounded by a tenuous envelope is seen in the NICMOS
images, conﬁrming the size and suspected ﬂared nature of the disk suggested by earlier CO and optical obser-
vations. The NICMOS images probe the disk region with spatial resolutions of 0>1 at radial distances of
0>35 to 4>5–5>0 from the largely unobscured (Av < 0.5) central star. The midplane of the disk 1>3 from
GM Aurigae is revealed in silhouette against the previously unseen ‘‘ lower ’’ portion of the illuminated disk
along its minor axis (as projected onto the sky). We comment on surface brightness proﬁles along the disk
major and minor axes, as well as isophotal maps of the disk. From these photometric data we have measured
the integrated ﬂux density of the disk, beyond the instrumental inner radius of 0>35, as 8.0 and 9.3 mJy
(20%) at F110W and F160W, respectively, corresponding to disk scattering fractions of Ldisk/L* = 0.025
(20%) in both bands. By ﬁtting the photometric properties of the disk to a scattered-light model, we esti-
mate the disk mass to be 0.04 M. Additionally, we ﬁnd two diﬀuse red polar lobes along the disk minor
axis, likely the result of a bipolar outﬂow, at distances of3>8 fromGMAurigae (900 AUwith our inferred
inclination) with peakH-band surface brightnesses of14 lJy arcsec2. We also note the existence of a broad
(300 wide) band of blue material within the NICMOS ﬁeld of view, spatially coincident with and extending
at least 1200 from the northeast outer region of the disk major axis.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of the formation and evolutionary
processes that may give rise to exoplanetary systems has
advanced dramatically in the last few decades. Just as proto-
stellar clouds are progenitors of stars and their protoplane-
tary debris systems, it is in those dusty circumstellar envi-
ronments where nascent planetary systems may be coevolv-
ing. Since the detection of large amounts of dust around
Vega-like stars by IRAS (Aumann 1985), as inferred from
their thermal infrared excesses above the photospheric lev-
els, many studies have concentrated on hotter, more massive
stars. Such stars illuminate material at large physical distan-
ces, allowing detailed observations even with modest angu-
lar resolution. Lower mass stars (late G, K, and M types)
far outnumber the higher mass A and F stars, have much
longer lifetimes, and, despite their cooler photospheres,
maintain reasonably large habitable zones within relatively
benign radiation environments. They therefore provide an
important sample for studying the number and nature of
planetary systems, both from a fundamental understanding
of formation mechanisms and as candidates for potentially
life-bearing systems. The high-resolution, high-contrast
imaging capabilities of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
coronagraphic instruments are enabling us to examine these
critically important objects and their environments in
unprecedented detail (Schneider 2003).
GM Aurigae (R.A. = 04h55m10 92, decl. = +303105800
[J2000.0], d  140 pc) is a classical T Tauri star (cTTS) of
spectral type K7 V (White et al. 1999). Cohen &Kuhi (1979)
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found GM Aurigae’s eﬀective temperature to be 3970 K,
and its age was estimated by Siess, Forestini, & Bertout
(1999) as 1.3  0.3 Myr. Duplicity studies (e.g., Konig,
Neuhauser, & Stelzer (2001) indicate GMAurigae is a single
star, and its mass has been determined dynamically by
Simon, Dutrey, & Guilloteau (2000) as 0.84  0.05 M.
GM Aurigae exhibits strong H (White & Ghez 2001), as
well as Paschen- and Bracket- emission, as is common for
young stars (Folha & Emerson 2001). Its near-IR apparent
magnitudes as found from the Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS) were reported1 as J = 9.315  0.036 and
H = 8.578  0.026 though, as is typical for cTT stars, GM
Aurigae exhibits intrinsic brightness variations of a few
tenths of a magnitude in the near-IR (e.g., Bouvier et al.
1993, 1995).
The presence of a large amount of dust around GMAuri-
gae was established by Beckwith et al. (1990) in a 1.3 mm
continuum survey of 86 pre–main-sequence (PMS) stars in
the Taurus-Aurigae region. Koerner, Sargent, & Beckwith
(1993) reported 13CO(2! 1) and 1.4 mm continuum emis-
sion, which they interpreted as originating from the core of
a 950  530 AU disk of gas and dust coincident with the
position of GM Aurigae. From their CO observations they
found diﬀerential rotation in the velocity ﬁeld about an axis
at PA = 50, consistent with Keplerian rotation. Dutrey et
al. (1998) resolved the dust disk with 1.3 and 2.7 mm contin-
uum emission by using the IRAM interferometer and con-
ﬁrmed the kinematic results of Koerner et al. (1993). They
inferred a minimum radius for the disk of 200 AU (1>4)
and constrained the inclination of the rotation axis to
57  5 from the line of sight. The disk was detected but
unresolved with a total ﬂux density of 22 mJy in a 2.7 mm
BIMA survey conducted by Looney & Mundy (2000),
though they suggested a slight extension perpendicular to
the large-scale CO structure.
Polarized 850 lm emission (at the 3% level) was reported
by Tamura et al. (1999) and interpreted as arising from ther-
mal reradiation by magnetically aligned dust grains in the
disk. Skrutskie et al. (1990) found signiﬁcant mid-IR emis-
sion over the stellar photospheric level, indicative of a
reradiating circumstellar dust disk. The relatively ﬂat mid-
IR excess andmillimeter emission (Koerner et al. 1993) were
ﬁtted to a model spectral energy distribution (SED) by
Chiang &Goldreich (1997) assuming a passive face-on disk.
More recent work by Chiang & Goldreich (1999) suggested
a polar inclination of 60 to the line of sight and a visual
extinction of GM Aurigae by its circumstellar disk of 0.5
mag, larger than the Av of 0.14 suggested by Cohen & Kuhi
(1979) or more recentlyAv = 0.31 by Gullbring et al. (1998).
Therein Chiang & Goldreich (1999) described GM Aurigae
as a ‘‘ class II source, only slightly obscured by its circum-
stellar disk ’’ which, given its inferred angular extent of a
few arcseconds, has made its direct imaging in scattered
light observationally challenging.
Stapelfeldt et al. (1997) reported imaging the GM Auri-
gae disk in the visible with the HST Wide Field and Plane-
tary Camera 2 (WFPC2). Their imaging observations
demonstrated the existence of an upwardly ﬂared disk with
a morphology implicating an inclination to the line of sight
of 65, similar to the inclination deduced by Dutrey et al.
(1998). They estimated a large disk-scattering fraction with
8% of the visible light from the GM Aurigae system pro-
vided by the circumstellar material.
Koerner et al. (1998) conﬁrmed both the ﬂared nature
of the disk and the suggested inclination with the HST
Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer
(NICMOS), utilizing its coronagraphic imaging mode at 1.1
and 1.6 lm in a preliminary analysis of those data before the
coronagraphic imaging mode of NICMOSwas fully charac-
terized and calibrated. Here, with those instrumental char-
acteristics now well understood, we discuss in greater detail
these spatially resolved NICMOS imaging observations,
which elucidate the morphology and geometrical character-
istics of the scattered light disk. We present the ﬁrst imaging
of the lower portion of the disk, partially shadowed by opti-
cally thick material in the midplane. With these newly
revealed features, the GM Aurigae disk appears to have an
intrinsic morphology similar to HH 30 (Cotera et al. 2001),
Haro 6-5B (Padgett et al. 1999), and the companion to HK
Tau (Stapelfeldt et al. 1998). With these images we also
present evidence for the existence of a bipolar outﬂow at an
early stage of collimation. Such outﬂows, though unde-
tected in the less sensitive optical GM Aurigae observations
of Stapelfeldt et al. (1997), have been observed in the cir-
cumstellar environments of similar stars (such as HH 30), as
well as stars of higher mass and somewhat older ages (e.g.,
the Herbig Ae/Be stars SU Aurigae; Grady et al. 2001) and
HD 163296 (Grady et al. 2000).
2. OBSERVATIONS
Observations of the GM Aurigae circumstellar disk were
obtained with theHSTNICMOS coronagraph on UT 1998
March 25. Two spectral ﬁlters were employed: F110W (cen-
tral wavelength = 1.0998 lm, FWHM = 0.5915 lm;
roughly similar to J band) and F160W (central wave-
length = 1.5940 lm, FWHM = 0.4000 lm; a close analog
to H band). The spacecraft was rolled to a single NICMOS
camera 2 ﬁeld orientation angle (position angle of the image
+Y-axis = 214=51 east of north) for all images. With each
ﬁlter two STEP128 NSAMP = 14 MULTIACCUM imag-
ing sequences (Schultz et al. 2001) were executed, yielding
total integration times of 1279.86 s after combining the
reduced images in each passband.
The NICMOS coronagraphic optics are in camera 2,
which provides a 256  256 pixel ﬁeld of view at a scale of
76 mas pixel1. A star of F110W and F160W magnitude
20.4 and 19.4 appeared in the ﬁeld of view, 12>7 to the
northeast of GM Aurigae, from which the FWHM of the
coronagraphic point-spread functions (PSFs) were contem-
poraneously determined as 0>098 and 0>132, respectively.2
1 See http://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/second/doc/
explsup.html.
2 NICMOS coronagraphy is performed with the reimaged focal plane at
the detector moved to a marginally diﬀerent position than used for direct
imaging to maximize coronagraphic contrast. In addition, the HST focus
interface to the science instruments, including NICMOS, changes by very
small amounts with the spacecraft orbit and attitude, which aﬀects the ﬁne
structure of the PSF (Schneider et al. 2001). The instantaneous spatial scale
of a resolution element may be determined (for a given spectral band) from
unocculted target acquisition images, closely spaced in time preceding the
coronagraphic images. Here, we have determined this contemporaneously
for each passband (expressed as the FWHMof the PSF from an unresolved
point source) by using the well-exposed star that appeared serendipitously
in the ﬁeld of view.
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These images were acquired as part of the NICMOS IDT
Environments of Nearby Stars (EONS) program (GTO/
7233; B. A. Smith, principal investigator) and were the ﬁrst
NICMOS coronagraphic science images obtained following
the installation of the instrument in HST. The target was
placed into the 0>3 (4 pixel) radius coronagraphic ‘‘ hole ’’
by an autonomous on-board acquisition process. A posteri-
ori, GM Aurigae was found to have been decentered by
(DX = 0.49, DY = 0.01) pixels from the low scatter point
of the coronagraphic system, the oﬀset resulting from a bug
in the target acquisition ﬂight software that was ﬁxed soon
after this observation.
3. DATA CALIBRATION, REDUCTION,
AND PROCESSING
3.1. Photometric Calibration
Count rate images corrected for the wavelength-
dependent instrumental ﬂat-ﬁeld response, pixel-
dependent dark currents, and detector nonlinearities were
created from the raw MULTIACCUM frames by using
an IDL-based analog3 to the IRAF STSDAS NICMOS
CALNICA image reduction software (Stobie et al. 1998),
and calibration reference ﬁles, both created by the
NICMOS IDT. Known underresponsive pixels and those
with excessive dark currents were replaced using two-
dimensional Gaussian-weighted interpolation of neigh-
boring pixels. In doing so we used weighting radii of 3
and 5 pixels (appropriate for the F110W and F160W res-
olution elements, respectively, as sampled with the cam-
era 2 pixels). The two count rate images for each ﬁlter
were averaged and image artifacts not compensated for
in the CALNICA processing4 were quantitatively charac-
terized and removed. These electronically induced arti-
facts include zero-level oﬀsets between the four detector
quadrants, elevated count rates along a strip orthogonal
to the readout direction encompassing deeply exposed
pixels, low-amplitude electronic ‘‘ echoes ’’ of deeply
exposed targets at the same locations in the other detec-
tor quadrants, and residual imprints of the detector ﬂat
ﬁeld from uncompensated pedestal eﬀects.
The corrected count rate images were converted to photo-
metric units based upon the absolute on-orbit photometric
calibration determined by the NICMOS IDT of 2.031 lJy1
ADU1 s1 pixel1 for F110W and 2.190 lJy1 ADU1 s1
pixel1 for F160W (M. Rieke 2002, private communica-
tion). The photometric zero points to convert to in-band
magnitudes, ascertained from the same calibrations, yield
1775 Jy (F110W) and 1083 Jy (F160W) for the total energy
for a zero-magnitude (Vega system) star.
3.2. Reference Point-Spread Functions
The NICMOS coronagraph provides gains in image con-
trast of factors of a few to about 10 within a few arcseconds
of an occulted star by reducing the intensity of the diﬀracted
energy in the wings of the stellar point-spread function and
the ‘‘ downstream ’’ instrumental scatter from the masked
PSF core (Schneider et al. 1998). Further improvements, of
up to factors of 50, are obtained by subtracting well-
matched, high S/N (signal-to-noise ratio), template PSFs of
reference stars. Ideally, a reference coronagraphic PSF to be
subtracted from a target image should be observed at the
same subpixel location within the coronagraphic hole. Nor-
mally, this is achieved to a very high degree of precision by
the on-board autonomous target acquisition process. How-
ever, this process was ﬂawed at the time of the GM Aurigae
observation.
During the HST NICMOS SMOV-2 calibration pro-
gram we obtained deeply exposed reference PSFs in the
F160W ﬁlter rastered in a subpixel grid in the corona-
graph (SMOV/7052; G. Schneider, principal investiga-
tor). Fortuitously, in that grid, three MULTIACCUM
images of a bright reference star (BD +032964, H = 5.0)
were positioned at (DX = +0.50, DY = 0.00) pixels with
respect to the low scatter point of the coronagraphic sys-
tem. To the achievable pointing precision, this is diﬀeren-
tially identical to the mispointed GM Aurigae
observation. Hence, for our F160W observations we cre-
ated a reference PSF from these observations of BD
+032964 for subsequent subtraction from the GM Auri-
gae data set. Unfortunately, an equivalent raster was not
carried out under the F110W ﬁlter. The sensitivity to
decentering, however, is far less severe at 1.1 lm than at
1.6 lm primarily because of the smaller spatial scale
(68%) of the shorter wavelength PSF (Schneider et al.
2001). For our F110W observation we created a hole-
centered reference PSF obtained in the same calibration
program (from 10 raw images) with the recognition that
the residual pointing misalignment would be the principal
source of systematic error limiting the background sub-
traction at small radii near GM Aurigae. Reference PSF
images were reduced and calibrated from this data set in
the same manner as were our target images.
3.3. Geometrical Correction, Rectiﬁcation, and Scale
The NICMOS camera 2 X=Y image plane pixel scales
diﬀer by 0.9%. Additionally, the absolute scales varied
by small amounts during the early part of the HST Cycle
7 mission.5 As a result the image scales for the BD
+032964 reference PSFs and the target (GM Aurigae)
images diﬀer and required geometrical rectiﬁcation and
rescaling before the reference PSFs could be subtracted.
For the epochs of these observations the NICMOS cam-
era 2 pixel scales were for 1997 July 22 (BD +032964)
(76.11, 75.43) mas pixel1 and for 1998 March 25 (GM
Aurigae) (75.99, 75.31) mas pixel1.
The F110W and F160W photometrically calibrated
images were resampled on a common grid to square up the
pixels on the sky (adjusting theY-scale to match theX-scale)
and the target images were resampled to match their refer-
ence PSF image scale. Image resampling was done by sinc
function apodized bicubic interpolation with the NICMOS
IDT IDP3 software (Schneider & Stobie 2002), so all images
were geometrically rectiﬁed to have 76.11  76.11 mas2
pixels, with the total (area integrated) ﬂux conserved in
the resampling process.
3 IDL is a registered trademark of Research Systems Incorporated, a
Kodak company.
4 See http://www.stsci.edu/hst/nicmos/performance/anomalies.
5 See http://www.stsci.edu/hst/nicmos/performance/platescale/
rel_platescale.html.
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3.4. Target/PSF Image Registration, Scaling,
and Subtraction
After correcting for the camera 2 geometrical distortions,
the F110W and F160W reference PSF images were regis-
tered, ﬂux-scaled, and subtracted from the corresponding
target images (also using IDP3). PSF subtraction residuals
in the diﬀerence images are spatially correlated over mult-
iple pixel scales in the radial direction along (and immedi-
ately adjacent to) the bright diﬀraction artifacts from the
HST secondary mirror supports (Schneider & Silverstone
2002). The reference PSF subtractions were constrained to
minimize the energy in the diﬀraction spike residuals by
simultaneously adjusting the reference PSF star brightness
and position. Because of small anisotropic secular instabil-
ities in theHST plus NICMOS instrumental system, a glob-
ally optimized solution over the entire ﬁeld cannot be
obtained and is the dominant source of uncertainty in ascer-
taining the correct ﬂux density scaling for the reference PSF
(Schneider et al. 2001). Here we found the ratio of the GM
Aurigae photospheric ﬂux density to that of BD +032964
was 0.0380  0.0008 at F110W and 0.0325  0.0006 at
F160W. BD +032964, with spectral type G2 V, has a spec-
tral energy distribution under the F110W and F160W ﬁlter
passbands that is very similar to GMAurigae. Hence, color-
dependent diﬀerential PSF structures (arising from the
small mismatch in spectral types) are very small and do not
signiﬁcantly contribute to the imperfections in nulling the
underlying stellar ﬂux (e.g., Weinberger et al. 1999, 2002).
Following Schneider et al. (2001) we estimated the uncer-
tainty in the ﬂux density of the disk arising from the
uncertainty in the ﬂux scaling of the target and reference
stars and in the presence of imperfectly nulled artifacts from
the diﬀraction spikes.6 We ﬁnd this uncertainty isd20% of
the total ﬂux density integrated outward from any inner
radius beyond 0>4 in both spectral bands.
4. GM AURIGAE SCATTERED LIGHT DISK
The morphology of the light scattered in the circumstellar
region of GM Aurigae displays the characteristic pattern of
a ﬂared disk (Whitney & Hartmann 1992) and is shown in a
series of four images presented in increasing levels of sensi-
tivity in Figure 1a–1d. GM Aurigae itself is occulted in the
0>3 radius coronagraphic hole (black circle). The upper por-
tion of an outwardly ﬂared disk, inclined to the line of sight,
is readily seen in both the F110W and F160W spectral
bands (Fig. 1a). The disk is bilaterally symmetric, brighter
‘‘ forward ’’ (to the north) of the major axis, and mirrored in
its surface brightness distribution about the minor axis. The
forward scattering edge of the lower portion of the disk,
‘‘ below ’’ the higher opacity midplane in the region of the
minor axis to the north, becomes visible at lower ﬂux den-
sities (Fig. 1b, where the central portion of the disk is satu-
rated). At lower surface brightness (Fig. 1c–1d) a kinked
broad ‘‘ ribbon ’’ of blue material extends to the northeast
Fig. 1.—NICMOSCamera 2 PSF-subtracted coronagraphic images of the GMAurigae scattered light disk. To accommodate the very large dynamic range
over the spatial regions of interest, the paired F110W (top) and F160W (bottom) images are shown in several diﬀerent linear display stretches: (a) 1 to
+10 lJy per pixel; (b)0.5 to +2 lJy per pixel; (c)0.2 to +0.5 lJy per pixel; (d )0.05 to +0.1 lJy per pixel.
6 Unlike other stars in our disk survey, the GM Aurigae images were
acquired with only a single orientation of the NICMOS camera 2 corona-
graphic ﬁeld. As a result, the regions of the disk coincident with the
diﬀraction spike residuals, after PSF subtraction, cannot be replaced by
data obtained at a second ﬁeld orientation, which would have sampled the
aﬀected regions of the disk.
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for a distance of at least 1200, declining in brightness in both
F110W and F160W with increasing distance from GM
Aurigae. Finally, diﬀuse red polar lobes (likely of outﬂow
material) are seen symmetrically along the minor axis at dis-
tances of 3>5–400, with peak H-band surface brightnessess
0.14 lJy per camera 2 pixel. Figure 2, a two-color combi-
nation of the F110W and F160W images, shows these fea-
tures and their ‘‘ colors,’’ in two logarithmic stretches.
The morphology of the circumstellar light from the inner
portions of the disk (to 100 along the minor axis in the for-
ward-scattering direction and 1>6 along the major axis)
traced by earlier highest spatial resolution (F555W)WFPC2
observations of Stapelfeldt et al. (1997) is in general agree-
ment with the NICMOS images. Material in the circumstel-
lar environment beyond these distances from GM Auriage
remains undetected in the less sensitive WFPC2 observa-
tions. Those noncoronagraphic observations and those in
the other WFPC2 bands (F675W and F814W) are of signiﬁ-
cantly lower signal-to-noise ratio, have more limited
dynamic range (due to the sampling mode of the instru-
ment), and are adversely aﬀected by larger relative ampli-
tude PSF-subtraction residuals than the NICMOS data.
For these reasons we conﬁne our discussions of the disk fea-
tures and base our scattered light models only on the NIC-
MOS observations, which are of higher photometric
ﬁdelity. We note the disparity by a factor of 2 in the disk-
scattering fraction of 8% reported by Stapelfeldt et al.
(1997) relative to our NICMOS measure of4% (see x 4.1).
Rather than a strong intrinsic color diﬀerence under the two
spatially adjacent passbands of WFPC2 (F814W) and
NICMOS (F110W) ﬁlters, we suggest this is likely caused
by systematic instrumental eﬀects in theWFPC2 data.
Fig. 2.—Wavelength-dependent morphology of the GM Aurigae circumstellar environment, illustrated in a two-color composite image derived from
F110W (blue) and F160W (red ) PSF-subtracted frames. The logarithmic display stretch of the full 19>4  19>3 ﬁeld shows the polar lobes (red ) along the disk
minor axis, the ribbon of material extending 1300 to the northeast (blue), and the ﬁeld star used (in each band) to measure the FWHM of the coronagraphic
focus PSF. The midplane of the disk and the upper edge of the lower (forward) scattering surface are readily seen at a lower sensitivity logarithmic stretch
(inset).
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4.1. Photometry of the Disk
The photometric eﬃcacy of the GM Aurigae minus BD
+032964 PSF subtractions permits measurement of the ﬂux
density of the circumstellar disk to radial distances closely
approaching the geometrical edge of the coronagraphic
hole. We estimate the total ﬂux density of the disk from
0>35 to 5>0 to be 8.0 mJy at F110W and 9.3 mJy at F160W,
both with uncertaintiesd20%.We obtained two short (1.22
s) but high S/N (each 320) F160W noncoronagraphic tar-
get acquisition images of GM Aurigae immediately prior to
our coronagraphic exposures. After calibration we mea-
sured the F160W ﬂux density of GM Aurigae as
0.344  0.007 Jy, orH = 8.74  0.02, which is in agreement
with the H = 8.73  0.16 mag in Kenyon & Hartmann
(1995). We do not have a contemporaneous measure of the
brightness of the star in the NICMOS F110W bands but
adopt the J magnitude of 9.37 from Kenyon & Hartmann
(1995) as a very close surrogate given the reproducibility of
the F160W (H band) measure at the time of our observa-
tions. From this we ﬁnd the disk-scattering fraction (ratio of
light scattered by the disk to starlight), Ldisk/L*, is 0.025
(20%) in both spectral bands. Thus, in the near-IR, Ldisk/
L* is very similar to that found for the optically thick face-
on disk around the K7 Ve cTTS TWHydrae by Weinberger
et al. (2002; with Ldisk/L* = 0.024 and 0.021 for F110W
and F160W, respectively). To facilitate ﬂux density meas-
urements of the GM Aurigae disk with other instrumental
systems that might not probe as eﬀectively to small radii, in
Figure 3 we provide the integrated ﬂux densities in both
bands as a function of the inner radius sampled.
The southwest side of the disk beyond 4>5 from GM
Aurigae along the major axis fell outside the NICMOS ﬁeld
of view. At that distance the disk major axis surface bright-
ness declines to 23 lJy arcsec2 in F110W and to 17 lJy
arcsec2 in F160W. The disk isophotes, shown in contour
maps for both the F110W and F160W images in Figure 4a–
4b, respectively, exhibit a high degree of bilateral symmetry,
and the northeast side of the disk extends to approximately
500. The outer edge of the detectable disk adjoining the
northeast major axis is spatially coincident with a broad
and diﬀuse ‘‘ ribbon ’’ of material, which makes the determi-
nation of the full extent of the disk diﬃcult, but it would
likely be500 in the absence of this material.
The position angle of the disk minor axis in the direction
of forward scattering was found to be 328=5  2=5 (see
x 5.1). The radial surface brightness proﬁle of the disk, mea-
sured along a sector 45 in azimuthal extent centered on the
minor axis (toward the northwest), is shown in Figure 5 for
both ﬁlters. These brightness proﬁles are globally well ﬁtted
to power laws with brightness falloﬀs of r2.9 and r3.5 for
F110W and F160W, respectively. Some statistically signiﬁ-
cant deviations from these simple power laws are apparent
and are understood through an examination of the images
themselves.
The surface brightness of the northwest minor axis sector
of the disk is depressed from the power-law ﬁt in a radial
zone 1>3 from GM Aurigae, most notably in the F160W
ﬁlter. This decrement in surface brightness is likely due to
higher opacity material in the midplane of the disk that,
because of the viewing geometry, partially obscures the
lower portion of the disk. The surface brightness in F160W
then rises signiﬁcantly above the r3.5 power-law ﬁt with a
maximum deviation at 1>85. The F160W ﬂux densities in
this region of 150 lJy arcsec2 likely arise from scattering
oﬀ the upper surface of the lower portion of the disk unob-
scured bymaterial in the midplane.
4.2. Axial Flux Densities
In Figure 6 we show the F110W and F160W ﬂux densities
along both the diskminor andmajor axes, in both directions
outward from GM Aurigae, as functions of distance from
the star. The ﬂux densities shown are measured in 1 pixel–
wide radial increments in regions 100 in extent centered on
and orthogonal to the axes. In the direction of forward scat-
tering (along the minor axis), the ﬂux density decrement at
about 1>3, likely due to shadowing by the midplane, and
the relative enhancement from the forward-scattering sur-
face of the lower part of the disk at about 1>85 are readily
apparent. The ﬂux density in the ‘‘ positive ’’ direction along
the minor axis (in Fig. 6), where the line of sight is to the
‘‘ back ’’ of the upper portion of the disk, falls oﬀ more rap-
idly. In both directions localized brightness enhancements
are seen in F160W at about 3>5–400, which we interpret as
weakly collimated material from a bipolar outﬂow (see x 7).
As one might expect, none of these features are seen along
the disk major axis (though the major axis toward the south-
west is truncated by the edge of the ﬁeld of view). Unlike the
overall ‘‘ front-to-back ’’ brightness asymmetry along the
minor axis, we ﬁnd the radial brightness along the major
axis reﬂectively symmetric about GMAurigae.
5. SCATTERED LIGHT MODEL
We modeled the NICMOS scattered light images with
passively heated disks to determine the geometry (orienta-
tion, inclination, and size) and physical characteristics (disk
mass, scale height, and envelope infall rate) of the GMAuri-
gae circumstellar disk. The properties of the disk grains gov-
ern the wavelength-dependent width of the dust lane, the
spatial variation of the scattered light, and the slope of the
Fig. 3.—Area-integrated F110W and F160W ﬂux densities of the GM
Aurigae circumstellar disk measured radially outward from the inner radii
indicated to a distance of 500. Photometric uncertainties are d 20% of the
measured ﬂux densities.
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long-wavelength continuum of the spectral energy distribu-
tion. The disk dust opacity exhibits a shallower wavelength
dependence than interstellar material grains (e.g., Cardelli,
Clayton, & Mathis 1988), and this is determined from the
slope of the long-wavelength continuum SED (e.g., Beck-
with et al. 1990; Beckwith & Sargent 1991). As with many
other classical T Tauri stars, the slope of GMAurigae’s sub-
millimeter continuum suggests a dust opacity   1, indi-
cating dust grains in the disk are larger than those in the
interstellar medium. Recent observations indicate that with
similar disks the width of the dust lane decreases with
increasing wavelength. Scattered light and SED models for
HH 30 IRS (Cotera et al. 2001; Wood et al. 2001) demon-
strate that optical through near-IR images of edge-on disks
can be used to determine the wavelength dependence of the
dust opacity within the disk. The surface brightness distri-
bution of the light scattered is related to the dust-scattering
phase function.
To model both the light scattered by the disk and its spec-
tral energy distribution (x 6) we used the dust model
described in Wood et al. (2002), which has a shallower
wavelength-dependent opacity than the canonical interstel-
lar medium extinction curve (e.g., Cardelli, Clayton, &
Mathis (1989). To ﬁt both the NICMOS scattered light
images and the SED we varied the viewing geometry for the
adopted dust model (but see Burrows et al. 1996 for scat-
tered light models that investigate changing grain parame-
ters in the case of the HH 30 IRS disk). The grain
parameters we used are from the grain model described in
Wood et al. (2002), which were used successfully to repro-
duce the HH 30 IRS images and its SED. The phase func-
tion asymmetry parameter for this model is close to that
obtained by Burrows et al. (1996).
We adopted a ﬂared disk structure (e.g. Shakura &
Sunyaev 1973) with a radius of 300 AU and a low-density
outer envelope of radius 1000 AU such as was required to ﬁt
the HH 30 nearly edge-on disk (Wood et al. 1998; Cotera et
Fig. 4.—Isophotal contour plots of the GM Aurigae disk, after applying a 3  3 pixel boxcar-smoothing kernel, illustrating the ﬂux density levels of the
features discussed in the text. Contour levels and intervals in microjanksys per pixel are for F110W (left): 0.0085, 0.01–0.1 at 0.02, 0.2–1.0 at 0.2, 2–10 at 2, and
for F160W (right): 0.017, 0.02–0.12 at 0.02, 0.2–1.0 at 0.2, and 2–10 at 2.
Fig. 5.—Median F110W and F160W radial surface brightness proﬁles of
a 45 azimuthal sector of the disk centered on the minor axis to the north-
west. Error bars represent the internal standard error of the ﬂux density
measured about the median at eachmeasured radius.
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al. 2001). For the disk
d ¼ 0 R=$ð Þexp12 ½z=hð$Þ2 ; ð1Þ
where 0 is the disk density extrapolated to the stellar sur-
face, $ is the radial coordinate in the disk midplane, and
the scale height increases with radius, h = h0($/R*)
. We
adopted  = 1.25 and  = 2.25, giving a surface density
  1/$, as derived in the hydrostatic disk structure
models of D’Alessio et al. (1999).
For the outer envelope we used the rotational collapse
geometry of Terebey, Shu, & Cassen (1984). We also
included a curved bipolar evacuated cavity in the envelope
(Whitney & Hartmann 1993). The cavity walls are curved,
with their height scaling as zcav  $2 and a half-opening
angle of 20 at the outer radius of the envelope. The very
small mass in the remnant envelope was required to match
the scattered light images. The scattered light models
used the Monte Carlo techniques described by Whitney &
Hartmann (1992).
5.1. Results from Fitting the Scattered LightModel
The observed photometric properties of the GM Aurigae
disk were closely reproduced using the scattered light model
described in x 5. Earlier attempts at using a ‘‘ simpliﬁed ’’
model (i.e., disk-only models without an extended envelope
and infall cavity) failed to replicate the scattered light inten-
sity pattern seen in the NICMOS images over the full radial
range of sensitivity made available in those data, particu-
larly at large distances from the star. Adopting the model
described in x 5, we treated as free parameters (1) the disk
mass, (2) the inclination of the disk to the plane of the sky,
(3) the scale height of the disk, and (4) the infall rate of the
envelope. We then compared the morphology and ﬂux den-
sities produced for each model with the NICMOS images in
both spectral bands. The set of model parameters that most
closely replicated the observations required a disk of 0.04
M inclined 50
–55 with respect to the plane of the sky (in
very good agreement with Dutrey et al. 1998, wherein they
found the inclination to be 57  5). The scale height
parameter was found to be h0 = 0.008 R* (corresponding to
8 AU at a distance of 100 AU from the star, a factor of 2
smaller than that found for the HH 30 disk by Burrows et
al. 1996 and Cotera et al. 2001). The tenuous outer envelope
was characterized with an infall rate of 1.5  107M yr1,
and the centrifugal radius was set to be the disk radius,
300 AU. This gives a total envelope mass of 0.001 M.
Fig. 6.—F110W and F160W ﬂux densities along the GM Aurigae disk major and minor axes. Flux densities were measured in 1  13 pixel (0>076  100)
regions, with the long axis of the radially incrementing photometric aperture orthogonal to the disk axes. M, at1>3, denotes the region of the disk shadowed
by the midplane. L, at 1>85, indicates the visible scattering surface of the lower portion of the disk. The polar lobes, P1 and P2, with statistically identical
F160W ﬂux densities, are located symmetrically along the minor axis at 3>85 from GM Aurigae. A small portion of the outer edge of the disk toward the
southwest (positive radial direction) is truncated by the NICMOS ﬁeld of view (black dashed line). The region in gray is obscured by the NICMOS corona-
graphic optics.
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Additionally, as part of the ﬁtting process, we found the
position angle of the disk minor axis in the direction of for-
ward scattering to be PA = 328=5  2=5.
In Figure 7 we show the best-ﬁt models to the GM Auri-
gae disk alongside the observations. We present model and
diﬀerence (observed minus model) images for the best-ﬁt set
of disk parameters with inclinations of both 50 and 55.
The models closely reproduce the ﬂux densities seen over
most regions of the disk as illustrated in Figure 8, with cuts
through the major and minor axes, comparing the 50 incli-
nation models with the observations in both NICMOS
bands. The disk residuals after model subtraction are of
very small amplitude and symmetrically close to our obser-
vational inner radius of 0>35 for a disk inclination of 50 in
H band. For the same inclination the model underpredicts
the F110W ﬂux density close to the star in the direction of
the disk major axis. By increasing the disk inclination to 55
we obtain a better match to the distribution of F110W light
near the star along the major axis, but the model then under-
predicts the amount of scattering in the forward direction
toward the region containing the midplane. The model also
marginally overestimates the ﬂux density of light scattered
from the portion of the disk ‘‘ above ’’ the star (i.e., toward
the ‘‘ back ’’ of the disk along the minor axis) at distances of
0>6–1>4. The ﬂux densities in the region of the midplane
and of the visible scattering surface of the lower portion of
the disk are correctly predicted by the model. However, this
lower portion of the disk is wider (e.g., along the minor axis)
than the model suggests, and the brightness distribution in
the radial direction is not as sharply peaked as predicted.
Finally, the model overestimates theH-band surface bright-
ness of the tenuous outer halo beyond 2>3 asymmetrically
in F110W, where the ﬂux densities on both axes are well
matched in the northwest portion of the disk but overpre-
dicted toward the southeast. This suggests that the Terebey
et al. (1984) collapse geometry, which we adopted for the
for the infalling envelope model and which falls oﬀ at large
distances as r1.5, may be inappropriate for an evolved ten-
uous envelope and should be reconsidered in future, more
detailed models of this disk system.
Our scattered light model succeeds at reproducing the
size, overall brightness level, large-scale surface brightness
distribution, colors, and global morphology of GM Auri-
gae’s circumstellar material, including the width of the dusty
disk midplane and the presence of light scattered by a ten-
uous envelope. The photometric ﬁdelity of the model fails to
correctly predict some of the small spatial scale features of
the disk to high precision. The discrepancies in the scattered
light intensity pattern close to the central star are likely due
to the combination of our adopted smooth axisymmetric
circumstellar geometry along with a simple Henyey &
Greenstein (1941) dust-scattering phase function. Although
beyond the scope of our current modeling, a more detailed
investigation into the dust-scattering properties will be pos-
sible using the combination of high-resolution multiwave-
length images (such as our NICMOS data) and resolved
polarization data (Potter 2002).
6. SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
We veriﬁed the consistency of the scattered light model
with a panchromatic (0.3–2700 lm) ﬁt to the observed spec-
tral energy distribution (Fig. 9) for the systemic parameters
indicated by the scattered light model. For the SED model
we used the Monte Carlo radiative equilibrium techniques
described by Bjorkman & Wood (2001) as modiﬁed for T
Tauri disks (Wood et al. 2002).
The underlying stellar photospheric contribution to
the SED was computed from a model stellar atmosphere
(Kurucz 1997) with an eﬀective photospheric temperature
Fig. 7.—(a) Observations; (b) models; (c) diﬀerence (observed minus model) images of the GMAuriagae disk, applying the scattered light model discussed
in x 5 and 5.1. Top, F160W; bottom, F110W. Models and model subtractions with inclinations of 50 and 55 from the plane of the sky are shown to the left
and right of the dotted lines, respectively. The images have been oriented to place the disk major axis (PA = 58=5 on the sky) along the image horizontal. The
dynamic range of these linear displays covers surface brightnesses from 0 to 1 mJy arcsec2 for the observations and models, and1 to 1 mJy arcsec2 for the
diﬀerence images. The region near the star is saturated at this stretch but provides a direct comparison with the amplitude of the residuals after subtracting
the models in the diﬀerence images. The scattered light models were convolved with a 0>1 FWHMGaussian kernel to facilitate a more direct comparison with
the observational data.
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of 4000 K. In doing so we recognized the intrinsically varia-
ble nature of GM Aurigae, which is large in photometric
amplitude in the UV and diminishing but still signiﬁcant in
the near-IR. For example, the COYOTES 1 survey (Bouvier
et al. 1993) reported the U-band brightness of GM Aurigae
varying between 13.2 and 15.6 mag. Cohen & Kuhi (1979)
found GM Aurigae’s H-band magnitude to be 8.82  0.02,
and Kenyon &Hartmann (1995) reportedH = 8.73  0.16,
the later uncertainty indicative of its intrinsic variation and
in agreement with our NICMOS F160W measure of
8.74  0.02. These H-band measures fall below expecta-
tions from the Kurucz model by 20%–30%, but are in close
agreement with H = 8.578  0.026 as determined by
2MASS. The 10 lmmeasure by Cohen (1974) is a 3  upper
limit from a nondetection, but the ﬂux density at 12 lm was
determined by IRAS as 5.05  0.27 Jy. The 10 lm measure
by Cohen (1974) is a 3  upper limit from a nondetection,
but the ﬂux density at 12 lm was determined by IRAS as
5.05  0.27 Jy (Weaver & Jones 1992).
In our SED model the dearth of near-IR excess emission
is reproduced by introducing an inner cleared region out to
a radius of 4 AU. The large gap in the GMAurigae disk had
been inferred from analytic SED models (Koerner et al.
1993; Chiang & Goldreich 1999) and is conﬁrmed with our
detailed SED calculation. More details of the SED calcula-
tion, including a dynamical model for disk clearing via the
interaction of a planet with the disk (e.g., Lin & Papaloizou
1979a, 1979b; Artymowicz & Lubow 1994), will be pre-
sented in Rice et al. (2003).
7. POLAR LOBES
We ﬁnd two centrally condensed but diﬀuse polar
‘‘ lobes ’’ (indicative of outﬂow material), lying symmetri-
cally along the minor axis in opposite directions with respect
to GM Aurigae (see Fig. 1c–1d). Both lobes are 3>5–400
from the central star which, for a disk inclined 50–55 to
the plane of the sky, corresponds to physical distances of
900 AU from GM Aurigae. The polar lobes are much
brighter inH band (by a factor of at least 3 for the northwest
lobe) than under the passband of the F110W ﬁlter, as shown
in Figure 1c–1d. The southeast lobe, however, is poorly
detected in F110W in part because of residual artifacts in
the PSF subtraction at that azimuthal angle with respect to
GM Aurigae, compromising the photometric measure-
ments at that location.
We considered but rejected the conjecture that the polar
lobes are optical artifacts in the NICMOS data. Corona-
graphic optical artifacts from decentered PSF subtractions
(if they should arise) have unequal brightnesses and are spa-
tially (radially) asymmetric with respect to the occulted star.
The morphology and inclination of the GM Aurigae disk
itself cause a strong brightness anisotropy across the minor
axis (see Fig. 6). Yet the polar lobes are seen symmetrically
placed with respect to GM Aurigae and have nearly identi-
cal ﬂux densities and spatial extent.7 The lobes imaged at 1.1
lm, however, appear at the same radial locations as in the
1.6 lm image, whereas the radial distances of image artifacts
Fig. 8.—Surface brightness proﬁles of the GM Aurigae disk from the observed and 50 inclination model images, as shown in Fig. 7, along the disk major
and minor axes. Photometric measurements in both ﬁlter passbands were made with extraction apertures 0>3 and 0>4 wide, corresponding to three resolution
elements at 1.1 and 1.6lm, respectively.
7 The peak ﬂux densities at the photocentric locations of both polar
lobes (at 3>8 from GM Aurigae) are 0.14 lJy per pixel measured in the
F160W passband. By integrating over a 1 arcsec2 area, the F160W surface
brightness in the northern (lower) lobe was found to be 15.2 lJy whereas
that of the southern lobe is 12.1 lJy. The diﬀerence might be intrinsic or
due to a small (but uncorrectable) calibration artifact in the reference PSF
which, upon subtraction, appears as a darker region (as shown in Fig. 1d)
partially obscuring the upper lobe. It is unlikely, however, that this artifact
causes an underestimation of the ﬂux density of the southern lobe by more
than20%.Measurement of the surface brightnesses at the locations of the
lobes under the F110W ﬁlter is more diﬃcult because of the very low
intrinsic ﬂux densities in that passband.
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(generally) scale linearly with wavelength. Finally we note
no such artifacts appear in any of our other NICMOS PSF-
subtracted coronagraphic images obtained from more than
80 targets in the NICMOS IDT-EONS disk and companion
imaging survey programs.
The disparity in the brightness of the lobes seen inH band
compared with F110W might implicate shocked line emis-
sion under the broad F160W ﬁlter rather than scattered
continuum light. Such emission is expected from ejecta (pos-
sibly interacting with the circumstellar medium) from polar
mass outﬂows. Concentrated knots of shocked material are
often seen along the polar axes of PMS stars. Magnetohy-
drodynamic models of such outﬂows predict relatively large
opening angles for mass outﬂows close to their central stars
that become more highly collimated at larger distances (Shu
& Shang 1997).
If the observed brightness of the lobes in H band arises
primarily from shocked line emission then one might expect
unpolarized radiation from the lobes. Potter (2002) reported
imaging the GM Aurigae disk in H band via nulling polari-
metric observations with the Gemini telescope’s Hokupa‘a
adaptive optics system. The morphological characteristics
of these H-band observations of the inner 2>5 of the disk
(the portion of the disk that was detected and imaged via
diﬀerential polarimetry) are in good agreement with the
higher surface brightness regions of the NICMOS images.
The lobes, with H-band surface brightnesses of 10 lJy
arcsec2 (as measured with NICMOS), were undetected in
the Gemini/Hokupa‘a images. However, the instrumental
sensitivities were such that the lobes could have been
detected only if the intrinsic polarization exceeded 40%–
50% (D. Potter 2002, private communication). Hence, the
conjecture of unpolarized radiation due to line emission
cannot be tested with these polarimetric observations.
A 13CO(2 ! 1) map of the region around GM Aurigae
by Dutrey et al. (1998) shows an emission feature at a dis-
tance of5>3 from the peak of the CO continuum along the
rotation axis of the disk. The 13CO(2 ! 1) feature lies just
beyond the location of the NICMOS F160W polar lobe, at
the same position angle, further implicating a jetlike outﬂow
phenomenon in GM Aurigae. Such outﬂows are often epi-
sodic, and multiple knots and HH objects are seen in the
collimated outﬂows of young stars. The placement and ori-
entation of GM Aurigae in the NICMOS coronagraph pre-
cluded imaging the disk polar axis beyond 700 in both
directions from the star. Therefore, speculation of the possi-
bility of an earlier outﬂow episode can be investigated only
by follow-up observations.
8. BLUE RIBBON
A broad (300 wide) and kinked diﬀuse band of material is
seen in the region of GM Aurigae extending 1300 toward
the northeast from the northeast side of the disk. Near-IR
     
   
Fig. 9.—Model spectral energy distribution of the GM Aurigae disk (white line), parametrically deﬁned with the systemic parameters found from the
scattered light modeling of the NICMOS data (as discussed in x 5.1) and ﬁtted to ﬂux density observations in the spectral region spanning 0.3 lm–3 mm.
Deviations in the UV through near-IR ﬂux densities as determined from ﬁlter photometry (Rydgren & Vrba 1983), from the photospheric levels predicted by
our adopted Kurucz (1997) model atmosphere (black line) and SED ﬁt, are not due to the presence of the disk but rather to intrinsic variability of GMAurigae
(typical peak-to-peak amplitudes indicated by capped gray bars) as discussed in x 6.
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light from this ‘‘ ribbon ’’ is brighter in the F110W band by a
factor of 2–3 compared with F160W. This material also
appears to brighten, in both bands, as it approaches the
GMAurigae disk. However, this could simply be due to the
superposition of this feature with the disk itself. It is not
possible to ascertain from these images whether the ribbon
is physically contiguous with the disk as opposed to being a
foreground (or background) nebulosity. Additionally, the
truncation of the ﬁeld of view to the southwest at a distance
of 4>5 from GM Aurigae along the disk major axis pre-
cludes investigating whether or not the spatial distribution
of this ribbon extends to the southwest side of the disk.
Themorphology of the ribbon of material extending from
the GMAurigae disk bears a striking resemblance to that of
the nebulosity associated with the class 1 protostar TMC-1
(Terebey et al. 2000). Dust in the form of Pleadies-like
reﬂection nebulosities, likely of interstellar origin, has been
found in the close environments of a number of Vega-like
stars (Kalas et al. 2002) of spectral types K2 V–B9.5 V.
Whether the material apparently extending from the GM
Aurigae circumstellar environment results from the disk or
is a remnant of the environment from which the disk system
formed (or perchance is an unrelated nebulosity) is a subject
for future investigation.
9. SUMMARY
NICMOS PSF-subtracted coronagraphic observations
have spatially resolved the GM Aurigae circumstellar disk
from 0>35 to 500 (50–700 AU) from the star. The disk is
inclined by 50–55 to the plane of the sky. Scattered near-
IR light from the disk comes from two regions, a bright
‘‘ upper ’’ component, which is outwardly ﬂared, and a faint
‘‘ lower ’’ component seen in the direction of forward scat-
tering ‘‘ below ’’ the darker (high opacity) midplane of the
disk. GM Aurigae is largely unobscured and is bilaterally
centered in the upper portion of the disk. Only the upper
surface of the lower portion of the disk, unshadowed by the
midplane, is seen. The disk very likely has an intrinsic mor-
phology similar to HH 30, HK Tau, and Haro 6-5B, though
the lower portion of the GM Aurigae disk is more diﬃcult
to detect because of the viewing geometry.
We measure ﬂux densities of 8.0 and 9.3 mJy (20%) at
F110W and F160W for the integrated brightness of the disk,
excluding the inner 0>35, and ﬁnd Ldisk/L* = 0.025 (20%)
under the passbands of both ﬁlters. The disk brightness
declines along the minor axis as r2.9 and r3.5 at F110W
and F160W, respectively, in the forward direction. By mod-
eling the scattered light from a passively heated ﬂared disk
with a tenuous outer infall envelope we ﬁnd the disk mass to
be0.04M.
We ﬁnd diﬀuse lobes of likely outﬂow material at 3>5–400
from GM Aurigae in both directions along the disk minor
axis. Though marginally detectable at F110W, these polar
lobes are readily apparent at F160W with a peak brightness
of 0.14 lJy per camera 2 pixel (15.2 lJy arcsec2). We
conjecture these features are primarily due to shocked emis-
sion from jets of outﬂow material based upon the disparity
in F160W and F110W brightness and the appearance of an
adjacent CO emission feature (Fig. 1 of Dutrey et al. 1998)
also seen on the polar axis. Additionally, we note the exis-
tence of an 300 wide band of diﬀuse blue material, at least
1200 in length, seen to the northeast and spatially adjoining
the disk (possibly only in projection). These characteristics
are consistent with the general paradigm of disk evolution
for an older classical T Tauri star.
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